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Masters (formerly known as the Elite PeBB) is a men's big-surf surfing competition. It is an event on
the ASP World Tour and hosted by Asahi Pro Surf. The tournament was first held in 2007. WSL World
Tour event Tournament results Chronological order Below is a list of order of tournaments. Year by

year References External links Category:Surfing competitions Category:World Surf League
Category:Big wave surfingThe present invention relates to a multiple frequency vibrator, which is

adaptable to be used in a vibration application and especially in a knocking application for a current
ignition system (xe2x80x9cignition systemxe2x80x9d refers to an engine of an automobile or

motorcycle etc.) of a vehicle or in a motor driving a component thereof, and more particularly, to a
multiple frequency vibrator which is adapted to be repeatedly excited by an alternating current

having a high frequency, so as to produce a high frequency vibration by acting on a vibrating disc or
a vibrating wire fixed to a vibrator. As shown in FIG. 1, a conventional multiple frequency vibrator

includes a vibrator 1 having a stationary disc 11, and a vibrator driving coil 2 connected to a current
supply 3, which is provided with a breaker 4. By controlling the current supply 3 in accordance with a

command signal (a knocking instruction), the vibrator 1 is repeatedly excited to vibrate by an
alternating current. However, since the conventional multiple frequency vibrator produces a high

frequency vibration by employing a vibrating disc having a complicated shape and a vibrating wire
wound around a vibrating disc, a construction thereof is complicated, a production cost thereof is
high, and so a small-sized multiple frequency vibrator can be made. Furthermore, the vibrator is

inconveniently large in volume. The present invention relates to a multiple frequency vibrator, which
is adapted to be used in a vibration application and especially in a knocking application for a current

ignition system of a vehicle or in a motor driving a component thereof, and is capable of being
miniaturized and reducing an installation space, and more particularly, to a multiple frequency

vibrator which 6d1f23a050
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